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Abstract. This paper proposes a novel method to compute emotional
parameters based on Russell’s 2D circumplex diagram for simulating
and visualizing asymmetric facial expressions. Based on a large set of
emotion coordinates allocated by psychologists, we have selected a uni-
formly well-distributed subset and associate to each corresponding facial
expressions using 16 facial joints with three degree of freedom for each
(rotations). From the advanced 2D (valence, arousal) emotional space
and facial expression samples, we were able to demonstrate smooth and
asymmetric facial interpolation in the entire 2D circumplex space. The
proposed method for facial expression can be applied to various envi-
ronments relative to entertainment such as movies, games, and virtual
reality.

Keywords: Facial emotion, Virtual Reality, Virtual human, Emotional
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1 Introduction

Diversity of human’s physical shape and psychological state makes very difficult
to derive facial expression with emotion. Composition of muscle, personality, so-
cial relationship, and external environment can affect many different possibilities
to define a state of emotion. Nevertheless, researchers tried to define a theoretic
emotional space and to find relationship between part of face and emotion. In
terms of computer graphics, these previous researches are applied for deriving
complex facial expressions. However, they were not easy to derive emotional ex-
pression from different personalities and to show asymmetric facial expressions.
In this paper, we propose an advanced interpretation of facial emotion, based
on the Circumplex Model [16] for emotional space, and Facial Action Coding
System [7] for facial expression. The main contributions of this paper are as
follow:

– refer to the emotional model that has been brought by psychologist
– easy to define diverse asymmetric facial expression
– use of 2D emotional space as 2.5D like space
– have possibilities to derive emotion according to his/her personality
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1.1 Background

In 1980, Russell proposed a circumplex model of emotion [16]. This model de-
fines an emotional space along with unpleasant-pleasant axis (valence axis) and
deactivation-activation axis (arousal axis). Russell’s model is referred to fur-
ther researches on different fields such as psychology and computer graphics.
Scherer [18] proposed a multicomponent process in order to overcome the limit
of two dimensional emotion space. Barrett and Russell [1] proposed a seman-
tic structure of affect in order to show the bipolarity. Scherer [19] proposed an
alternative dimensional structures of the semantic space for emotions. This di-
mensional structure improved the emotional space of Russell’s circumplex model.
From those previous works, we designed an advanced two dimensional emotion
space for generating asymmetric facial expression. There were also some ap-
proaches to find the 3rd dimension for emotional modeling [9]. Our proposed
model is also extendable for any kind of 3rd or multi dimensional models.

In 1978, Ekman and Friesen [7] proposed Facial Action Coding System (FACS),
and in 2002, Ekman et al [8] presented an improved version of manual for FACS
coding. This system has presented how facial parts are related to emotions. Cohn
et al [5] proposed an automatic facial analysis by tracking feature of images. The
analysis is processed based on FACS coding. Sato and Yoshikawa [17] proposed
a method that blends facial emotion in timeline. Krumhuber et al [12] has pre-
sented a research on temporal aspect of smile related to head-tilt and gender.
Studies on facial expression helped us to find connections between emotional
words and facial expression itself.

Research on the emotional modeling and studies on facial expression has
also affected to the computer graphics field. Cassell et al [3] proposed an en-
tire framework on embedded conversational VH. This approach described about
many issues such as emotional modeling, gesture, facial expression, and spoken
intonation. Spencer-smith et al [20] proposed a parameterized model for express-
ing facial emotion in 3D graphics. However, it shows only a discrete number of
emotions created by their own parameterized model. Hess et al [11] presented a
method to distinguish facial emotion between women and men. Pelachaud [14]
defined a representation scheme that describes the temporal evolution of the
expression of an emotion. Gobron et al [10] proposed a framework on conversa-
tional environment based on textual inputs. They show a parameterized emo-
tional space based on Russell’s circumplex model. However, it was not able to
express asymmetric facial expression that enrich the diversity among VH. Our
approach proposes an advanced interpretation on emotional space and its link
to the facial expression of virtual human (VH). For generating final emotion
from the 2D coordinate, we considered a similar interpolation technique that
was presented in [15] and [4].

2 Method

Our main goal is to produce a convenient method for producing facial expres-
sions, and especially suitable for asymmetrical facial emotion as illustrated in
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Unhappy   Suspicious       Sad       Surprised     Happy     Delighted

Fig. 1. Asymmetric facial expression taken from real environment: first row, source fa-
cial expressions; second row, source image after Boolean filter; last row, hand extracted
asymmetric smileys (see Figure 3 to compare with symmetrical smileys)

Figure 1. We propose to develop a model based on the Russell’s circumplex
model of emotion (see Figure 2). This multi-dimension approach is commonly
used in second order (i.e. two dimensions), where axes are the emotional “va-
lence” and “arousal”. The valence represents the positive or negative feelings a
subject perceive, whereas the emotional arousal symbolize the energy of the af-
fective state evokes in the individual. In the Figure 3, we demonstrate how only
few simple geometric rule can result into explicit facial expressions even with
simple smileys. Notice that in this example, the third dimension of the Russell’s
emotion model is also presented (the potency), representing a defensive (low)
or an offensive (high) emotional attitude/state of mind. Geometric rules that
applied in this figure are:

– Valence: mouth corners up or down (i.e. smile) enabling to transmit a rep-
resentation of positive or negative feeling;

– Arousal: mouth and eyes widely open or almost closed representing respec-
tively an high or low energetic emotional state;

– Potency: head position and central position of eyebrows up or down repre-
senting respectively an offensive or defensive attitude.
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Fig. 2. Two dimensional circumplex space model and its emotional samples plotted
on the coordinate [16] [1] [19]. Emotions in orange square are emotional samples that
we took for our experiment. Emotions with green line are emotions that correspond to
Figure 3.

2.1 From square to circle

In the two dimensional circumplex model of Russell, emotions are included on
a disk. As (v, a) values refined from source classifiers range both from −1.0 to
+1.0, we must scale them so that (v′, a′) satisfies the r disk radius, implying√

v′ 2 + a′ 2 = r. Then, considering z to be the smallest value between a and v,
we derive:

v′ =
v√

1 + z2
(1)

a′ =
a√

1 + z2
(2)
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the third order of the Russell’s circumplex model of emotion, the
three orders being respectively the valence, the arousal, and the potency. Using dimen-
sional model only, smileys can only be symmetric and lack of emotion (see Figure 1).

The first row of Figure 4 illustrates this concept: in 4(a) square grid, 4(b)
mapped disk grid, and (c) 4four examples of mapping, the dark green cross been
the input, and the light green one the output.
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Fig. 4. Finding a specific facial expression –including asymmetries–from a set of po-
sitioned emotions defined by psychologists: Row 1, from square to disk grid; Row 2,
initial set of 26 emotions; Row 3, guarantying continuity at any (v, a) position

2.2 Finding average emotion

From a set of emotions given by psychologists, associated with precise respective
2D coordinates, we plan to find an average emotional state for any couple of
emotional parameter (v, a) resulting from classifiers. The second row of Figure 4
present the input –i.e. initial set of 26 emotions–we used, 4(d) 2D position of the
initial set of referred emotions, 4(e) input emotion set inside the disk-grid with an
input (v,a) emotion (dark green), and its corresponding mapped position (light
green) close to a specific input set emotion (light red), 4(f) same as previous with
the computed proportionality illustrated with cross sizes (a dot representing a
minimum of 1 percent);

We found difficulties to find a good solution, as we tried the following tech-
niques : averaging by distance to closest set of included triangles; closest three
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emotions taking into account collinear exceptions; pre-computation of Voronoi
diagrams and associating with inner polygon edge lengths.

To avoid any discontinuities and to match precisely the emotional input set
(E1, E2, ..., En), we finally assumed that the computation of E(v,a) should take
into account all source emotion proportionally to the inverse of the squared
distance:

First, the emotion E as to take into account all the input emotions:

E(v,a) = k1.E1 + k2.E2 + ... + kn.En =
n∑

i=1

ki.Ei (3)

With the following constrain

n∑

i=1

ki = 1 (4)

Considering the set of distance D = d1, d2, ..., dn with

di =
√

(E.v − Ei.v)2 + (E.a−Ei.a)2 (5)

if ∀j∃dj = 0, the emotion is directly found E(v,a) = kj .Ej = Ej . Else, we can
determine a proportional parameter p such that

p =
n∑

i=1

1
d2

i

(6)

which satisfy the constrain (2) as

(3) ⇒
n∑

i=1

1
p.d2

i

= 1 (7)

where we can finally deduce from (1) and (4)

E(v,a) =
n∑

i=1

1
p.d2

i

.Ei (8)

Results are presented row 3 of figure 4, where from the uniformly well-
distributed subset we guaranty a coherent facial emotion at any (v, a) position,
e.g. in 4(g) far from all input references, 4(h) getting close to a specific emotion,
and 4 (i) been almost exactly at the coordinate of a referred emotion.

In the next section, we first propose the structure of the VH face we used
for testing our approach, then we briefly discuss about our choice of subset (i.e.
26 well distributed emotions), and finally, we present a set of resulting facial
expressions defined at source coordinates and then at any intermediate point.
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Fig. 5. Position of 16 facial joints shown in wireframe mesh - front and side view. Facial
joint named with ‘s’ at the end contain left and right joints.

3 Facial Expressions

3.1 Structure of virtual human’s face

As depicted in Figure 5, emotion samples of the circumplex space are controlled
by 16 joints with 48 DoFs. Facial joints consist of head, left/right eye ball,
left/right eye brow, left/right eye lid, mouth, lower lip, left/right cheek, left/right
lip corner, left/right lower eye lid, and upper lip. Each emotion is created man-
ually based on the knowledge of FACS coding [7] [8] and Figure 3. Each facial
joint is rotated by three axes and can be controlled and adjusted by our 3D
visual software tool.Facial joint’s attributes is a relative angle value from the
neutral emotion. Therefore, personalized emotional samples can be generated
by modifying only the neutral emotion.

3.2 Emotional samples on the circumplex space

In order to derive facial expression, we have selected 26 emotional samples among
the pre-defined emotional words from circumplex model [16] [1] and semantic
space of emotion [19]. Emotional keywords have been selected uniformly from
the advanced circumplex space. As was depicted in Figure 6, 26 facial expres-
sions along with 2D coordinate are generated from our graphics tool. Emotional
words written in upper case are the emotional words from Russell’s circumplex
model [16]. On the other hand, emotional words written in lower case are from
the advanced circumplex model proposed by Scherer [19].
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Fig. 6. Emotion of 26 samples from the advanced 2D circumplex space. Horizontal
and vertical axes shows valence and arousal axes, respectively. From left to right the
valence is increasing, and from bottom to top the arousal value is increasing.

3.3 Facial expression results

As was depicted in Figure 7, we have tested facial expressions on any random
v, a coordinate. To show the robustness of our system we used different VH
model for each random v, a coordinate. In this Figure, first column shows fa-
cial expression driven by our method. The second column shows circumplex
space coordinate (light green ‘+’) of the current facial expression. The third,
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Fig. 7. Three different facial expressions driven by our method. From left to right
column: facial expression driven by our method; the advanced circumplex space and
current valence and arousal values; top weighted emotional samples

fourth, and fifth columns shows three top weighted emotional samples that
are related with the driven emotion on the first column. The total weighting
value among all the emotional samples is 100 percents. Therefore, the remain-
ing weighting values are distributed to the other emotional samples that are
not shown in the Figure. The demonstration of our approach can be found at:
http://asymmetricalexpressions.serveftp.org/.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we addressed the problem of generating VH’s asymmetrical facial
expression from the advanced emotional space. We also proposed a method that
can facilitate to derive diverse emotional expressions in computer graphics ap-
plications. For the emotional space, we referred to Russell’s circumplex model
and further improvements on this model, described by psychologist. As a result,
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we obtained a smooth interpolated facial expression along with both axes - va-
lence and arousal. Our developed software tools were able to edit customized
emotional samples that lies on the emotional space.

In order to improve the proposed method, we are planning to find a multi-
dimensional emotional space with more emotional samples. In this case, the
problem of calculation time will occur, however, the expressivity of emotion
will increase at the same time. Our model basically controls facial expression
by rotating joint axes. It can be extend to any facial structures such as high
resolution mesh by interpolating position and rotation of mesh vertices instead
of joint angle. Since our angle attributes are defined by delta angles from the
neutral emotion, we can also modify neutral emotion itself and show biased
emotional space of different personality of VH.

In terms of realistic visualization, we hope to exploit more on captured facial
expression [21]. Moreover, body movement such as breathing or idle motion [6]
should be implemented into our system. The emotional body movement [13] and
its control [2] are also challenging issues to be solved.
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